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PLEA FOR SHARED GOVERNANCE OF NECPS

- Governance of the Energy Union
- Final NECPs end of 2020 latest

- Opportunity for
  - genuine dialogue process
  - civil society
  - all governance levels
• Energy Agreement (2013) multi-level agreement on
  • Energy saving
  • Clean technology
  • Climate policy
• Energy agenda also multi level

New cabinet: Energy & Climate agreement 2.0
Link to challenges in the city:

• Energy Transition is an integral part of developments in the city

• Part of neighborhood / neighborhood related task

• Discuss how the city wants to develop and ask the question:
  - What attention has to be paid
  - Explore opportunities, shape the path toward the transition

Delft Participation Approach
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

- Multi-level dialogue is essential to support active engagement of local authorities, civil society organisations, business community, investors and any other relevant stakeholders and the general public in managing the energy transition.

and

- Global Covenant of Mayors main policy tool to embark local authorities in this energy and climate co-design process.